Based on Cross-document Structure Theory (CST), we investigate the problem of finding related sentences from multiple documents on the same topic. We test some lexical similarity measures from related literature and improve them with language specific resources. The conclusions are that for Portuguese a different measure from English is the best one and that the knowledge resources we use affect the results in different ways.
INTRODUCTION
Many researches on how to automatically establish relationships between different parts of a text have been carried out in the last decade. In the beginning of the 80's emerged one of the most used discourse theories, RST (Rhetorical Structure Theory) [10] , which is largely used until today. This theory identifies relations between parts of a text (e.g., cause-effect, contrast, and elaboration relations) and, with the existence of many RST discourse parsers, the theory helped many applications of Natural Language Processing (NLP) such as summarization ( [11] [13] [15] , text generation [19] , essay scoring [3] and others.
Recently, with the increasing amount of information mainly in electronic format, dealing with multiple documents turned to be necessary, for instance, to grasp the main facts about an event described in time, as a terrorism attack or some international soccer championship. As for single-document relationship, a discourse theory was suggested for multidocument analysis: the CST (Cross-document Structured Theory) [17] , the only formal theory about cross-document relationship found in literature. Such theory gives NLP tasks the valuable ability to deal with redundant, complementary, contradictory, and temporal information. It establishes relations among segments of different documents that are about the same topic. Some examples of CST relations are paraphrase, contradiction, and subsumption. For instance, sentences S1 and S2 below come from different documents and present a subsumption relation, where S2 subsumes S1 (S2 presents all the information in S1 and some additional material): S1: John Doe was found guilty of the murder.
S2: The court found John Doe guilty of the murder of Jane Doe last August and sentenced him to life.
Although CST and multidocument analysis usefulness is a consensus in the area, few NLP tools involving CST analysis have been developed, since discourse parsers for this theory are still rare. In fact, as far as we know, only one poor CST parser for English exists [22] .
Discovering cross-document relations can be an exhaustive and hard work for both humans and machines. For example, consider that we are looking for relationships between sentences of 2 documents with 20 sentences each one. It will be necessary to analyze 400 sentence pairs for determining the ones that present some relation and, in this case, to decide among a set of relations which ones are most appropriate. The scenario is much worse if we consider that we are analyzing relationships between clauses or phrases segments instead of sentences or that we have more than 3 documents under analysis at the same time.
One first step to enable efficient discourse parsing for CST is to restrict the possibilities for combining segments from different documents. This is the strategy followed for English [18] . This is possible because CST authors claim that the cross-document relations usually happen between segments that present some lexical similarity. Therefore, automatic lexical similarity measures may be used for determining which segments to combine.
Although some segment pairs may be eventually lost, the benefits of pruning the possibilities are worth, as is argued by the authors.
In this paper, we investigate the problem of finding related sentence pairs from multiple documents written in Brazilian Portuguese. We evaluate some lexical similarity measures used in [18] and some variations of them using language specific resources, like thesaurus relations, lemmatization and stoplist. Our evaluation is carried out over a reference corpus of CST-annotated news texts built by experts in the theory. Our purpose is to discover the measure that best fits news texts in Portuguese.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: related work on lexical similarity measures is described in Section 2, while our proposal for Brazilian Portuguese is shown in Section 3; Section 4 brings our evaluation setup and results; some final remarks are presented in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
Countless researches have used lexical similarity measures in many different NLP tasks. In general, they make use of the vector space model [20] to represent sentences, sometimes with variations for specific applications (see, e.g., [2] ).
Cosine measure is probably the most used similarity measure (see, e.g., [7] [9][21] [23] ). Other usual measures are word overlap (see, e.g., [21] ), the traditional edit distance (see, e.g., [2] ), and Longest Common Subsequence (LCS hereafter) (see, e.g., [18] ). Variations of the above measures are also easily found (see, e.g., [5] ). They include, for instance, the use of Princeton WordNet [8] , part-of-speech tags, ontology concepts, compound nouns and word frequency information. It is not rare to find machine learning techniques working over similarity measures (see, e.g., [2] [4]).
Specifically for CST discourse parsing, the cosine, word overlap, LCS and BLEU [14] measures were evaluated [18] . As in this work, the measures were used to restrict the possible number of sentence pairs to analyze. Such measures were tested in a small reference CST-annotated news corpus with 3 documents and 45 sentences. The authors tested the measures with diverse thresholds. A threshold is simply the score above which some CST relation is supposed to occur between the sentences under measurement. The performance of each measure for finding related sentences was computed by the authors in terms of the traditional measures precision, recall and f-measure: precision=K/S, recall=K/T, and f-measure=(2*precision*recall)/(precision+recall), where K stands for the number of sentence pairs correctly found by the measure to have some CST relation; S stands for the number of sentence pairs indicated by the measure to have some CST relation, correct or not; T stands for the number of sentence pairs that have some CST relation in the reference CST-annotated corpus.
The authors determined that the best choice would be the measure that would select as many correct sentence pairs as possible and that would filter out a large number of incorrect sentence pairs. Therefore, the authors preferred recall over precision, but did not ignore the latter. Their conclusions were that (a) word overlap measure was the best one with a threshold of 0.12 (with recall of 87.5% and precision not reported by the authors), (b) cosine measure is good but not the best, and (c) LCS and BLEU were the worst measures, since they use high order n-gram matching and this is not frequent in the task under focus. In a later experiment, with a bigger corpus, the authors observed similar results. In this paper, for news texts written in Brazilian Portuguese, we chose to evaluate the two best measures according the above work: word overlap and cosine measure. Additionally, we extend such measures by using language specific resources, namely: thesaurus relations, lemmatization and stoplist, as described in the next section. In the future, we plan to test other measures and techniques, as latent semantic analysis, for instance.
LEXICAL SIMILARITY MEASURES: A GENERAL FRAMEWORK
The measures we evaluate work according to the generic framework in Figure 1 . Initially, the source texts have their sentences delimited in the sentence splitting process. Then, a pre-processing step is optionally carried out, lemmatizing and/or removing stopwords from the sentences. Finally, a lexical similarity measure is applied to all possible sentence pairs from the documents. This last process may optionally use synonym relations from a thesaurus. In the end, the output data consists of sentence pairs supposed to present CST relations. Sentence splitting is performed by the system SENTER [16] . Stoplist removal may be useful for reducing non-important words counting in the similarity measurement, while lemmatization is usually applied for changing inflected word forms into their unique base form, allowing the system to recognize them as similar words. In this work, we use a generic stoplist for Brazilian Portuguese and NILC lemmatizer [12] . Finally, we use a Brazilian Portuguese thesaurus [6] in order to identify synonyms and, therefore, to consider them similar words in the computation of the lexical similarity measures.
The measures we evaluate in this work are word overlap and cosine measure, as defined in what follows: In the formulas, S1 and S2 represent the sentences for which we want to compute the measures, #CommonWords is the number of words in common (or their synonyms if thesaurus is used) between the sentences, #Words is the number of words in a sentence, and freq(w,S) is a function that outputs the frequency of a word w (or its synonyms) in a sentence S.
EXPERIMENTS
We randomly selected 2 clusters from the corpus for our experiments, which amount to 6 documents (3 per cluster), 134 sentences, 2.440 words, 2.658 possible sentence pairs to relate, and 91 of these pairs with some CST relation. One cluster is about a terrorism attack in USA; the other one is about taxes in Brazil.
We tested word overlap and cosine measures as originally proposed and their variations using thesaurus, lemmatization and stoplist. We tried all possible combinations of these resources with the measures. We computed the same metrics used in [18] , namely, precision, recall and f-measure in terms of the correct related sentence pairs found by the similarity measures. We also tried different thresholds for each measure: from 0.1 to 0.5 for word overlap (since 0.5 is its maximum value) and from 0.1 to 1 for cosine measure (since 1 is its maximum value). Tables 1 to 8 show the average results for word overlap measure and its variations. Assuming the assumption that recall is more important than precision (as it is done in [18] ), one can see that:
using the stoplist increased precision but penalized recall, which indicates that stoplist is not a useful resource for this task; using thesaurus, lemmatization or their combination (without using the stoplist) did not change the results significantly; the best option is the original word overlap measure, with threshold between 0.1 and 0.2 and a recall value between 93 and 53%, as verified for English.
If one considers that recall and precision are equally important, then word overlap with stoplist is the best option for a threshold of 0.2. Tables 9 to 16 show the average results for cosine measure and its variations. Assuming the same assumption that recall is more important than precision, it is possible to realize that: stoplist had the same effect of its use with word overlap, i.e., it increased precision and penalized recall; lemmatization alone increased precision but did not penalized recall;
the best option looks to be the cosine measure with lemmatization, with threshold between 0.1 and 0.2 and a recall value between 100 and 93%.
If one considers that recall and precision are equally important, then cosine measure with lemmatization is still the best option, but with a high threshold of 0.6. Interestingly, for Brazilian Portuguese, the overall best measure is the cosine measure with lemmatization, considering that recall is more important. It showed to be significantly better than the word overlap measure (93-100% recall over 53-93%) for the same threshold interval (0.1-0.2). It is also interesting to notice that recall values were significantly better for Portuguese than for English. The same conclusions can be drawn if we consider that recall and precision are equally important. It is also important to say that text genre did not interfere in the fact that results were different for English and Portuguese languages. In fact, text genre was the same for the experiments for both languages.
As argued in [18] , we also believe that recall is more important than precision for CST parsing. This makes us to choose the cosine measure with lemmatization for such task, assuming 0.1 as threshold. The fact that precision is not high causes several sentence pairs that do not present CST relations to be selected. However, the next CST parsing step, i.e., relation determination for these pairs, may eventually discard some false pairs if a CST relation may not be determined between the sentences.
Besides reproducing for Portuguese the evaluation carried out for English, we also computed the general accuracy of each measure. While the previous evaluation considers the correct pairs that had CST relations, we consider now all pairs that have relations and also those that have not. This is the traditional accuracy measure (shown in what follows), which corresponds to the number of pairs with relations that were correctly predicted to have relations plus the pairs without relations that were correctly predicted not to have relations over the number of possible pairs. 
FINAL REMARKS
This paper introduced the first effort towards building a CST discourse parser for Brazilian Portuguese texts. The task under analysis was the detection of related sentence pairs from multiple documents about the same topic. We tested several measures and showed that the best measure for Brazilian Portuguese news texts is the cosine measure with the use of lemmatization, differently of what was observed in previous work for English language.
A multidocument discourse parser is a valuable tool for dealing with tough questions in language processing. Its advent may be very useful for advancing the state of the art in the area. To the best of our knowledge, this work is not only the first one on CST for Brazilian Portuguese, but also the first one on multidocument discourse analysis for this language.
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